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CORRESPONDENCE

Formulation and Reporting of
Guidelines: Providing More
Information Will Make Them
Better

The recently published consensus guidelines for
immunization of children with cancer in India [1] address
an important ‘felt-need’ of the practicing pediatricians. It
has been stated in the article that these guidelines were in
the making since 2014 and were finalized in 2018. Based on
the list of references cited, it appears that although the
experts have considered various guidelines published till
2018, they have only reviewed original data generated till
2014. Since the guidelines have been published in
December 2019, it would have been better if original
studies, especially the Indian ones, published till 2019
were reviewed and considered while making the
recommendations. It was also desirable to provide
information regarding the quality of evidence supporting
every recommendation and the strength of each
recommendation. This would have helped healthcare
providers in making appropriate informed decisions with
greater confidence. It may be noted that the Infectious
Disease Society of America guidelines that the authors
have referred to, provide such information for each
recommendation [2].

In the interest of enhancing confidence in such
guidelines, it is necessary that the experts formulating
these provide greater details of the methodology used for
arriving at the recommendations (including the search
strategy and process, evidence selection criteria, process
of evaluation of the quality of evidence, procedure for
formulating recommendations, use of external review and
quality assurance process). A gist of these procedural
details can be published in the published guidelines, and
comprehensive methodological details can be put up at
the organization’s website. This will enhance the
transparency in the system of making recommendations
and will also allow a critical appraisal of the judgments
made while formulating the guidelines [3].

With a view to ensure comprehensive reporting, the
editors of Indian Pediatrics encourage authors to adhere
to relevant guidelines (eg. CONSORT guidelines and
STROBE guidelines, etc) while writing research articles
[4]. They can extend this principle to reporting
recommendations and practice guidelines by encoura-
ging the expert groups to adhere to AGREE Checklist [5]
or the RIGHT statement [6], while formulating and
reporting recommendations. This will promote trans-

parency, allow critical appraisal and assure the readers
about the evidence-base of the recommendations made.
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AUTHORS’ REPLY

We thank the reader for his interest in the guideline on
immunization of children treated with chemotherapy [1].
We agree that five years (2014-2019) was a long time for
this guideline to develop from inception of the idea to
publication; however, despite the lag time, the published
version was updated immediately pre-publication in line
with the Indian Academy of Pediatrics (IAP) Advisory
Committee on Vaccines and Immunization Practices
(ACVIP) 2018-2019 immunization recommendations [2]
(which in itself is updated based on current evidence)
based on pre-approval review by the ACVIP itself.

We also acknowledge that it is essential to detail the
methodology of guideline development and grade the
strength of recommendations based on the level of
evidence. A companion article with more detailed review
of literature and gradation of available evidence was
previously submitted to this journal along with the
guidelines, and is currently under review for publication
in a different journal. When considered together, the
companion article should be able to complement the
published guidelines, so as to fulfill many of the items
mentioned in the AGREE 2016 checklist [3].  


